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M.A. Bulyonkov 
Institute of Inforrnatics Systems, Academy of Sciences, Siberian Division, Novosibirsk, USSR 
“Partial evaluation is the processing of incomplete information. Mixed computation 
is the joint processing of a program and its data. Formally, these two activities are 
defined as follows: Let P = {p} be programs, D = {d} be data, and Sem : P x D + D 
be the functional semantics. 
Partial evaluation (Part): Part : P x D + P such that 
Sem(p, (4,4)) = Sem(PNp, 4L 4). 
Mixed computation (Mix): Mix : P x D + P x D such that 
if (p’, d’) = Mix(p, d), then Sem(p, d) =Sem(p’, d’). 
Defining a rigorous semantics of partial and mixed computation gives a unifying 
theoretical and methodological basis for numerous tools and techniques of program 
manipulation, especially in compilation, program development and enhancement, 
all kinds of program adaptation and concretization, logical analysis and sim- 
plification, etc. 
It also plays an important role in operationalization of data: in putting knowledge 
into action with deep methodological and philosophical consequences”. 
Thus begins the Proceedings of the Workshop on Partial Evaluation and Mixed 
Computation [l], held in Denmark, 1987. Though in this fragment the difference 
between partial evaluation (PE) and mixed computation (MC) is formally explained, 
questions about the relation between the two terms have been raised over and over 
again. One can find a substantial number of reasons for this. First, PE is a special 
case of MC, because it is clear that Part carries out joint transformation of a program 
and its data by alternating (or “mixing”) in a single process the steps of computation 
over data with the steps of generation of the residual program. It was exactly this 
“mixture” that gave the name to the more general notion. Secondly, while methods 
of PE organization have been well studied, mixed computation in the broad sense 
was investigated less thoroughly [2,3] and with lesser pragmatic accent. In the case 
of MC the meaning and even the definition of analogues of Futamura projections, 
which bind together the processes of interpretation and compilation, remain unclear. 
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In this paper an attempt is made to extend the principles and methods of PE in 
the case of full MC, that is to understand its place and to define ways to obtain not 
only a residual program but also some of its data. 
1. Regular expression analyzer 
The further presentation will be demonstrated on an example: a regular expression 
analyzer designed by A. Bondorf, T. Mogensen and J. Jorgensen, DIKU, Copen- 
hagen. This section describes the analyzer. 
1.1. Regular expressions 
Regular expressions (r-expressions for short) are constructed over some alphabet 
2 with the help of sequence, alternative and iteration constructors. In the analyzer 
considered r-expressions are presented by list structures and their syntax is defined 
as follows 
expr : := empty 
1 char 
I 9 
iait zter 
empty ::= ( ) 
se9 : := (expr moreseq) 
moreseq : := expr ) expr moreseq 
alt : := (expr morealts) 
morealts : := !expr )! expr morealts 
iter ::= (expr*) 
where char stands for any symbol from 2. With each r-expression r is associated a 
language L(r) which is defined by 
L(r)=( ) ifr=( ), 
L(r)=(c) ifr=c, 
L(r) ={(append sr sZ)Isl E L(r,) A SUE L(r2)} if r= (r,rJ. 
L(r)={s~EL(rI)vsEL(r2)) ifr=(r,!r,), 
L(r)=( )uL((rrr)) ifr=(rr*). 
If a string (list) s of symbols belongs to L(r) then it is said that the r-expression r 
accepts s. 
The following operations are defined over the set of r-expressions R. The operation 
accept-empty?: R + Boo1 
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checks whether an r-expression accepts the empty string, i.e. 
accepf-empty?( r) = ‘( ) E L(r). 
The operation 
produces the set of symbols which may start the strings accepted by an r-expression: 
jirst(r)={c)3s. CSEL(i-)}. 
And, finally, 
next:RxX+R, 
which for a given r-expression r and symbol c from jirst(r) constructs a new 
r-expression such that 
L(next( r, c)) = {s 1 cs E L(r)}. 
1.2. The analyzer program 
The main function match of the r-expression analyzer receives an r-expression r 
and a string of symbols s as arguments and returns true if r accepts s. It calls an 
auxiliary function match1 which tries to match the first symbol sym of s with all 
symbols from (jirst r) and, if sym is one of them, then again match is called with 
(next r sym) and the rest of s. The process terminates either when the end of s is 
reached-in this case (accept-empty? r) is returned-or when the first symbol of s 
does not belong to (first s)-then false is returned. 
The analyzer program has a form (from now on we will use Lisp-like notation 
for function application) 
(define (match r s) 
(if (null? s) 
(accept-empty? r) 
(match1 r (cars) s (first r)))) 
(define (match1 r sym sf) 
(and (not (null?j)) 
(let ((4carf)) 
(define (next r a) 
. . .I 
(define (accept-empty? r) 
. . *) 
(define (first r) 
. . .j 
(if (equal? sym a) 
I 
(match (next r a) (cdr s)) 
(match1 r sym s (cdrf)))))) 
The definitions of functions next, accept-empty? and first are rather complex and 
would occupy several pages of pretty-printed listing. The particular implementation 
is not significant for our consideration except for some requirements described below. 
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2. P-specialization 
We will call partial evaluation P-specialization to distinguish it from other kinds 
of specialization which will be introduced later. The generation of good residual 
programs by P-specialization required a careful coding of the analyzer. The main 
objectives were (1) to ensure a proper separation of static and dynamic parts of a 
program and (2) to guarantee the finiteness of the set of r-expressions appearing 
during specialization. The first was achieved by introducing the match 1 function so 
that the symbol a in the call (next r a) appears as an element of static set (jut P) 
and not as a first symbol from dynamic string s. The second was achieved by careful 
coding of next function: any sequence of r-expressions r,rZ . . . r, . . . such that 
ri+l= (next r, c) A c E (jirst ri) 
contains only a finite number of different elements. Thus, for the example r- 
expression 
R = (((a ! b)*) ((b c)*)), 
(define (match. s) 
(if (null? s) 
T 
(match1 R (a hj (car s) s))) 
(define (match1 R Cab) sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match, (cdr s)) 
(match1 RChj sym s))) 
(define (matchl,(,, sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match., (cdr s)) 
(match1 R ( ) vm ~1)) 
(define (match1 R ( ) sym s) 
nil) 
(define (match,, s) 
(if (null? s) 
T 
(match1 RZ chj (cars) s))) 
(define (match1 RZ ChI sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match,, (cdr s)) 
(match1 R2C ) sym ~1)) 
(define (match1 RZ ( ) sym s) 
nil) 
(define (match,, S) 
(if (null? s) 
T 
(matchl,, ca~cj (cars) s))) 
(define (match1 R, Cn b Cj sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match, (cdr s)) 
(match1 R1 (hrI sym s))) 
(define (match1 R, Cb Cj sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘6) 
(match, (cdr s)) 
(match1 R1 cc) sym s))) 
(define (matchl,, CC) sym S) 
if (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match., (cdr s)) 
(match1 RI ( I vm s))) 
(define (match1 R, ( ) sym S) 
nil) 
(define (matchR3 s) 
(if (null? s) 
nil 
(match1 R3 CCj (car s) s))) 
(define (match1 R3 CCj sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match,, (cdr s)) 
(matchl,, ( ) sym s))) 
(define (match1 R3 ( ) sym s) 
(nil) 
Fig. 1. P-specialized program 
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it is true that 
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(jirstR)=(ab) (nextR a)= R (accept-empty? R) = T 
(nextR b)= Rl 
(jirstRl)=(a b c) (nestR1 n)=R (accept-empty? R,) = T 
(nextR1 b)=R 
(next Rl c) = R2 
(jkst R2) = (b) (next R2 b) = R3 (accept-empty? R2) = T 
(jirst R3) = (c) (next R3 c) = R2 (accept-empty? R3) = nil 
where 
R = (((a !b)*) R2), 
RI = (R !R3), 
R2 = ((b c)*), 
R3 = (c R2). 
For every r-expression r appearing in some sequence, the specialized function 
match, and the sequence of specialized functions match 1 r (first r) , 
match 1 r w (fir.yt r)), . . . , match l,, I appeared as a result of specialization. Each 
reduced version matchlrf calls a specialized version matchC,,,,,.C,,,f,, (provided f is 
not empty). The specialized program for the above example R constructed this way 
has the form shown in Fig. 1. 
After unfolding of matchR, , match,, and all derivatives of matchl, all of which 
have a single call, the program is reduced to the form 
(define (matchR s) 
(or (null? S) 
(if (equal? (car S) ‘a) 
(match, (cdr s)) 
(and (equal? (cars) ‘6) 
(or (null? (cdr s)) 
(if (equal? (cadr S) ‘a) 
(match, (cddr s)) 
(if (equal? (cadr s) ‘b) 
(match, (cddr s)) 
(and (equal? (cadr S) ‘c) 
(match,, (cddr s)))))))))) 
(define (matchR, S) 
(or (null? S) 
(and (equal? (car S) ‘b) 
(and (not (null? s)) 
(and (equal? (cadr S) ‘c) 
(match,, (cddr s))))))) 
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The specialized analyzer obtained in this way is much more efficient than the 
universal one, since all operations of an r-expression decomposition and transform- 
ation by the expensive functions next, accept-empty? and first have already been 
performed. The residual program does not contain definitions of these functions also. 
3. D-specialization 
However it is clear that the greater the size of an r-expression, the greater is the 
size of a residual program, since the number of similar functions would grow; and, 
in general, the size of the residual program could considerably exceed the size of 
the original one. 
To define a more compact representation of the results let us consider a residual 
program from another point of view. In fact, during P-specialization a set of 
r-expressions (corresponding to the static parameter r of the match function) and 
(jrst r), (next r) and the (accept-empty? r) were evaluated for each r belonging to 
the set. Then these values were “decorated” with non-reducible fragments of the 
original program and thus a data structure in the form of a program originated, 
which stored the results of the evaluation. Evidently it is not the most economical 
method of organization since along with each actually evaluated value its (possibly 
rather voluminous) decorations are stored. 
In [4] a method for a more compact organization of partial evaluation results 
was proposed; its main idea appeared earlier in [5], where it was called the 
symmetrized generation extension. In [6] this method was extended from imperative 
to applicative programs under the name of Data Specialization (D-specialization for 
short). We will modify this method in order to ease comparison with P-specialization. 
In D-specialization all evaluation results are concentrated in data, and so the 
form of the residual program is determined not by particular static data but by the 
splitting of program fragments into static and dynamic ones. Thus we need the two 
mappings 
DSl:PxD+D, DS2:P+P, 
such that if 
DSl(p, x) =x’, DS2( P) = P’, 
then for any value of y 
P’W, Y) = PC-T Y). 
The structure of the obtained data x’ exactly coincides with the call graph structure 
of the program in Fig. 1: each specialized function has a corresponding graph node, 
and the values obtained by static subexpression reduction are contained in the nodes 
as their attributes. The semantics of the data graph x’ is defined by the residual 
program p’, which when given as an input, the graph with dynamic data will traverse 
it and extract values of attributes as far as needed. 
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In our example of the r-expression analyzer, the program p’ will have the form 
(define (match ~1 s) (define (match1 u sym s) 
(if (null? s) (and (NOT-LAST? V) 
(ACCEPT-EMPTY? v) (if (equal? sym (SYM v)) 
(match1 (FIRST v) (cars) s))) (match (NEXT U) (cdr s)) 
(match1 (REST V) sym s)))) 
Here the parameter u replaces all static function parameters and points to a current 
graph node, and ACCEPT-EMPTY?, NOT-LAST? and SYM excerpt from the nodes 
the values of the expressions (accept-empty? r), (not (nuZl?f)) and (carf) respec- 
tively evaluated in advance. The FIRST, REST and NEXT functions re-evaluate 
the value of the pointer U, which corresponds to re-evaluation of the static parameters 
of the initial functions. Note that despite the fact that DS2 does not “know” the 
concrete values, we manage to reduce the program significantly, because, as in the 
case of P-specialization, we no longer need the definition of the next, accept-empty? 
andjrst functions. But since the construction of p’ does not depend on the particular 
r-expression, the size of the former does not depend on the size of the latter. 
The graph obtained has two “types” of nodes: the nodes of the first are processed 
by the match function and those of the second type by the match1 function. These 
types can be derived from the form of the functions themselves. Thus the type of 
the nodes processed by match in Pascal-like notation can be presented as 
type match-type = record 
ACCEPT-EMPTY?: boolean; 
FIRST: *match 1 -type 
end. 
Since we do not know in advance the value of (null? s), each graph node of this 
type must contain the values of both components although they are used in different 
alternatives. In the case of match 1 the situation is different: here when NOT-LAST? 
is true, the values used in then-clause have to be stored, and when it is false, no 
value has to be stored at all. This observation compels us to use the union-type 
written in Pascal-like notation as 
type matchl-type = 
record 
case NOT-LAST?: boolean of 
true: (SYM: character; 
NEXT: *match-type; 
REST: &matchl_type); 
false: 
end. 
(We suppose here that sym has type character etc. If the implementation language 
is not statically type-checked, boolean and character types in these definition have 
to be replaced by something “more universal”). 
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We realize these types as list structures where the fields containing pointers will 
be set by the set-car function. The data graph, obtained as well as the residual 
program in P-specialization, may be optimized. Thus if some graph node is referenced 
by a single pointer, the corresponding list structure may be made a component of 
the referencing structure (an analogue of unfolding). If some type has a field being 
a pointer reference to the same type (for example, the REST field in match1 type) 
upon which there is a monotonic descent in the program [7], then such type can 
be realized as a linear list and the mentioned field can be placed in the c&-position. 
Under these assumptions the realization of access functions can look like 
(define (ACCEPT-EMPTY? v) (car v)) 
(define (NOT-LAST? V) (caar v)) 
(define (FIRST v) (cadr v)) 
(define (SYM u) (cadar 0)) 
(define (NEXT v) (cadadr v)) 
(define (REST v) (cdr v)) 
and the graph constructed for the example r-expression R has a form of 
(let V ‘(T ((T ??? a) (T ??? b) (nil)))) 
(let Vl ‘(T ((T ??? a) (T ??? b) (T ??? c) (nil)))) 
(let V2 ‘(T ((T ??? 6) (nil)))) 
(let V3 ‘(nil ((T ??? c) (nil)))) 
where links between nodes are set by 
(set-car (cdar (cadr V)) V) (set-car (cdar (cadr Vl)) V) 
(set-car (cdadr (cadr V)) Vl) (set-car (cdadr (cadr Vl)) V) 
(set-car (cdaddr (cadr Vl)) V2) 
(set-car (cdar (cadr V2)) V3) (set-car (cdar (cadr V3)) V2) 
The graph obtained exactly coincides with the graph of finite automaton defining 
the same language as the r-expression R. Thus we can regard this fact as a translation 
of the r-expression into an equivalent finite automaton. Moreover, not knowing in 
advance the result of translation, we have automatically generated the data type for 
finite automaton representation: match-type and mutchl_type can be considered as 
types for an automaton state and the type for a list of successors. 
4. MIX=PE+DS 
Let us summarize the above. We described the method of D-specialization in 
some sense dual to P-specialization. That is we have an idea of both parts of mixed 
computation considered in their pure, “non-mixed” form. The method of D- 
specialization makes the same amount of computation as P-specialization but 
produces a much more compact result. 
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However one knows that there are no miracles and we have to pay for the 
advantage obtained. In the first place, the residual program obtained by D- 
specialization contains actions of residual interpretation, namely, the intermediate 
data graph traversal, selection and analysis of node attributes. As a consequence 
the functions of the residual program remain universal, that is they are intended 
for processing of arbitrary nodes of the proper type. It obstructs the residual program 
optimization: for example we can no longer carry out match1 unfolding as in the 
case of P-specialization. 
So it is a natural wish to develop some “mixed” method that would allow us to 
take the best of both worlds. The performance of mixed computation would alter 
the steps of P- and D-specialization. Let us consider the case when for each program 
fragment it is known in advance which of two methods is to be applied. Leaving 
aside the question of automatization of such a classification, we shall consider how 
to classify program fragments as P- or D-fragments and how this classification can 
be used. 
4.1. Classijica tion of functions 
The first source for classification is the fact that different functions have different 
“specializability”. Thus, if some function has a relatively small static part and its 
static parameter could be bound to a great variety of values, it is reasonable to use 
D-specialization. In the other case, and also when a function body is split into small 
pieces by static tests, P-specialization is preferable. In our example the functions 
of the second kind are represented by the match function and the match 1 function, 
respectively. 
A problem arises when combining the two kinds of specialization. Actually, a 
residual program will contain a set of specialized functions match 1, and at the 
same time only one image of the match function. Which one of the matchl’s should 
be called from match? The solution of this problem consists of storing the names 
of functions in the intermediate data. Then for each particular node it can be 
evaluated what specialized function should be called, and in the body of the match 
function itself, the necessary function will be extracted from the current node. Thus 
the type of nodes could look like 
type match-type = 
record 
ACCEPT-EMPTY?: boolean; 
FIRST-FUNC: function (character, list of character) : boolean 
end. 
Each call of match from a reduced match 1 should be supplied with some particular 
node of the intermediate data graph. It can be done because all information about 
static parameters is known during specialization of matchl. So both the residual 
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program and the intermediate data depend on the static data and must be simul- 
taneously generated. It means that now we are dealing with real mixed computation! 
The residual program for the example r-expression R will have the form 
(define (match z, S) 
(if (null? s) 
(ACCEPT-EMPTY? v) 
((FIRST-FUNC v) (car S) s))) 
(define (match1 R (a bj sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(matchl, (b) sym s))) 
(define (matchl, (bJ sym s) 
(and (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match Vl (cdr s)))) 
(define (matchlR2(bj sym S) 
(and (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match V3 (cdr s)))) 
(define (matchl., (obcj sym S) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(match1 RI (bc) Y s m s))) 
(define (match1 R 1 cb ,_) sym S) 
(if (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(match1 R1 (c) Y s ms))) 
(define (match1 R, (cj sym s) 
(and (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match V2 (cdr s)))) 
(define (match1 R3 Cc) y s ms) 
(and (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match V2 (cdr s)))) 
and the graph of intermediate data will look as follows: 
(let V ‘(T match1 R (a bj)) (let Vl ‘(T match1 a, (ahcj)) 
(let V2 ‘(T match1 RZ (bJ)) (let V3 ‘(nil matchl.,(,,)) 
During optimization of the residual program we must also take into account the 
intermediate data. For example, despite the fact that not all derivatives of match1 
are called explicitly in the program, we cannot remove their definitions because 
their names are stored in the intermediate data. After optimization the residual 
program takes the form 
(define (match u S) 
(if (null? s) 
(car u) 
((cadr u) (cars) s))) 
(define (match1 R (n hj sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(and (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match Vl (cdr s))))) 
(define (match1 R1 (a ,,=I sym S) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(if (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(and (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match V2 (cdr s)))))) 
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(define (matchlR2(hj sym s) (define (match1 R3 cc) y s ms) 
(and (equal? sym ‘b) (and (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match V3 (cdr s)))) (match V2 (cdr s)))) 
4.2. Classification of parameters 
Another source for introduction of control is the fact that even inside one function 
the “specializability” in a different degree depends on different parameters. Thus 
the main effect of specialization of match 1 is achieved with respect to the parameter 
f-the static condition depends on this parameter only. So it would be nice to use 
the parameter f of the match 1 function for P-specialization and the parameter r for 
D-specialization. 
The “types” of the nodes could be defined as 
type match-type = 
record 
ACCEPT-EMPTY?: boolean; 
FIRST-FUNC: function (character, list of character) : boolean; 
FIRST: -matchl_type 
end; 
matchl-type = 
record 
NEXT: Amatch_type; 
REST: Amatchl_type 
end. 
and the residual program as 
(define (match ~1 s) 
(if (null? s) 
(ACCEPT-EMPTY? v) 
((FIRST-FUNC u) (FIRST v) (car s) s))) 
(define (match1 (a hj v sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match (NEXT v) (cdr s)) 
(matchlcb, (REST u) sym s))) 
(define (matchl(,,) v sym s) 
(and (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match (NEXT v) (cdr s))) 
(matchl(,., (REST u) sym s))) 
(define (matchl(,, ZJ sym s) 
(and (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match (NEXT V) cdr s))) 
(define (match1 (a ,, rj u sym s) 
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(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match (NEXT v) (cdr s)) 
(match1 (b cj (REST v) sym s))) 
(define (matchlcb,) v sym s) 
(match (NEXT v) (cdr s))) 
If the “types” above are implemented by 
‘(define (ACCEPT-EMPTY? v) (car v)) (define (NEXT u) (car v)) 
(define (FIRST-FUNC V) (cadr 0)) (define (REST v) (cdr 0)) 
(define (FIRST v) (caddr v)), 
then the graph of intermediate data is defined by the following expressions: 
(let V ‘(T match1 (a bj (??? ???))) 
(let Vl ‘(Tmatchl(,,,.)(?????????))) 
(let V2 ‘(T matchl(bj (???))) 
(let V3 ‘(nil matchl(,, (???))) 
(set-car (caddr V) V) (set-car (caddr Vl) V) 
(set-car (cdaddr V) Vl) (set-car (cdaddr Vl) V) 
(set-car (cddaddr Vl) V2) 
(set-car (caddr V2) V3) (set-car (caddr V3) V2) 
Optimization of the residual program can exploit information about invariance of 
some fields which, being potentially different, turn out to be the same for the given 
static data. So we can determine the value of the field NEXT in all cases except 
for its usage in the function match 1 (bJ. This allows the fields of corresponding nodes 
to be unset and the program to be reduced to the following form: 
(define (match z, s) 
(if (null? s) 
(car u) 
((cadr v) (caddr v) (cars) s))) 
(define (match1 (a bj v sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match Vl (cdr s)) 
(matchlcbj (cdr u) sym s))) 
(define (matchl(,b.j u sym s) 
(if (equal? sym ‘a) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(if (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match V (cdr s)) 
(matchl(., (cddr v) sym s)))) 
(define (matchl,,,, u sym s) 
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(or (equal? sym ‘b) 
(match (caddr v) (cdr 3)))) 
(define (match1 CCj v sym s) 
(or (equal? sym ‘c) 
(match V2 cdr s))) 
Note that although the parameter u in the function rrratchl~,~ is not used it cannot 
be eliminated because we have to preserve the “type” of this function and the 
possibility of its implicit call from the function match. 
5. Conclusion 
The method of mixed computation control described establishes a relation between 
two extreme kinds of specialization: 
l a residual program generation exploits all information about static data yielding 
good run time efficiency and 
l a residual program generation being independent of static data leads to the 
compactness of the partial evaluation result. 
This observation could be used as a mechanism for making run time/space trade-offs 
in the residual program. The reflection of this mechanism on the problems of 
compilation produces a continuous spectrum of compilation schemes: from “pure” 
code generation to translation of a program into some internal representation. 
In order to raise the level of applicability of this method at least to the level of 
present partial evaluators it will be necessary to solve many technical problems (for 
example, processing of higher-order functions that essentially appear in residual 
programs), but the natural symmetry described between P- and D-specialization 
lets us hope that it will be possible to exploit the experience already existing. 
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